
DATA 
PRIVACY& 
PROTECTION

Protect your sensitive data 
and prevent data leaks.

www.ndcgroup.com



Your information systems hold high value business and personal data. Are you really able to monitor who is 
accessing the sensitive personal and business data in your systems? Can you tell what is still the standard access 
within a usual usage of data and what can be seen as potentially suspicious / harming for your company?

Data Privacy 
and Protection for SAP (DPP)

ndcgroup.com More at ndcgroup.com

Fully works on SAP systems (S/4, ECC 6.0 
non-SAP systems could be included on 
top of it as well).

Effectively transforms the system audit 
data and logs into visualised and 
readable form.

Enables to find potential data leaks or 
fraud behaviour. Also finds unusual 
data processing within the system.

Categorizes the data into groups on which 
the specific trends could be observed and cre-
ates the rules for future analysis or comparison.

Single point of view of the data for DPO 
(Data Protection Officer) and getting all 
necessary reports by few clicks.

If needed - the periodically (weekly/monthly) 
reports are created and sent automatically. 
Alerts are sent immediately.

Fully customizable on the data collection 
and the desired level of detail which fits the 
customer’s governance and reporting needs.



GDPR data protection 
coverage (fully compliant)

Immediate time visuals of  
trends and overview

Channels from which the 
data was accessed

Working hours feature to 
identify potential data leaks

Intuitive navigation among 
the dashboards and reports

Top trends observation 
with ability to filter on

Easy to interpret data categorization 
and highlighting the peaks

No scripting 
or extra-coding needed

SINGLE-UI 
DESIGN

All connectivity settings, 
configuration, and metadata 

translation is embedded in a single 
user-friendly application.

Seamlessly Gather Data from 
Multiple Systems and Security 

Logs with Ease.

MULTI-PLATFORM NO SCRIPTING 
REQUIRED

We have embedded all the logic 
within NDC Data Privacy and 

Protection, so there is no need of 
additional coding  or scripting.
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